Genetic evidence for CFTR dysfunction in Japanese: background for chronic pancreatitis
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The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) is a cAMP regulated Cl− channel that is expressed in many epithelial tissues.1 In the pancreas CFTR plays a key role in the apical HCO₃⁻ transport in duct cells.2,3 Loss of its function due to mutations in the CFTR gene causes cystic fibrosis (CF) of the pancreas with exocrine insufficiency, chronic airway disease, and abnormally elevated sweat chloride concentration. Over 1000 mutations and 200 polymorphic loci in CFTR have now been identified.4 These mutations and polymorphisms confer quite variable phenotypes from classic CF to atypical CF with less severe pulmonary lesions, pancreatic sufficiency, and normal or borderline sweat chloride concentration.5 It is now well recognised that the spectrum of CFTR related disease is much broader than previously thought. Some individuals may exhibit an apparently single clinical feature or a monosymptomatic disease, such as chronic sinusitis, congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD), and sweat chloride abnormalities. Recent evidence6–12 suggests that chronic pancreatitis, in at least a subset of the patients, belongs to this group of disease.13

Chronic pancreatitis is a progressive inflammatory disease of the pancreas that causes the loss of pancreatic acinar cells, ductal abnormalities often with intraductal stones, and irregular fibrosis. Alcohol is the most common cause of chronic pancreatitis in men but idiopathic pancreatitis is more common in women. The incidence of chronic pancreatitis in Western countries (about 4 per 100 000 population) is similar to that (5.4–5.9 per 100 000) in Japan.14 However, the incidence of CF in Japanese is very low (1 per 350 000) compared with whites (1 per 2500 live births).15 The apparent large difference of the incidence of CF and chronic pancreatitis may not support the presence of CFTR dysfunction in Japanese. However, earlier studies in France16 and Japan,17 and our recent study18 demonstrated that patients with chronic pancreatitis have high sweat chloride concentration, indicating the presence of CFTR dysfunction in both French and Japanese.

There are few data on CFTR in Asia,9 except for sporadic reports on CFTR mutations of CF patients. Some polymorphic loci may affect transcription or function of the CFTR protein. For example, polythymidine (poly-T) and TG dinucleotide repeats, (TG)n, at the junction of intron 8 and exon 9 influence transcription and thereby reduce the amount of normal CFTR protein.19–20 The M/V polymorphism at position 470 affects the function of the CFTR protein.21 In order to understand the genetic background for CFTR dysfunction in chronic pancreatitis in Japanese, we first analysed patients with chronic pancreatitis and healthy individuals for 20 CF mutations that are common in whites, along with 9 CF causing and 2 other non-CF causing (Q1352H and R1453W) mutations commonly found in Japanese. We then analysed polymorphisms of poly-T, TG repeats, and M470V and found a unique evolution of the CFTR gene in Japanese that results in decreased production of intact CFTR proteins or in proteins with lower intrinsic channel activity.

Materials and methods
Subjects
This study was approved by the ethical committee of Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine and written informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to the study. Fifty one patients with alcoholic chronic pancreatitis (47 males, 4 females; mean age 61 years, range 27–82, 14 patients with idiopathic chronic pancreatitis (11 males, 3 females; mean age 57 years, range 13–85), and 162 normal subjects (142 males, 20 females; mean age 57 years, range 13–85), participated in this study. Diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis was based on the criteria of the Japanese Pancreas Society, 1995:22 the presence of the intraductal calcification (n = 61), abnormal pancreatic ducts by endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (n = 57), or decreased exocrine pancreatic secretion by secretin test (n = 46). Patients who consumed ethanol over 60 g/day for more than 10 years were considered alcoholic. Patients with

Key points

- None of the 20 common CFTR mutations in white populations and the 9 mutations causing cystic fibrosis in Japanese was found in 162 normal subjects and 65 patients with (51 alcoholic and 14 idiopathic) chronic pancreatitis.
- Compared with whites, Japanese subjects had a higher frequency of the (TG)12 polymorphism, with a (TG)11:(TG)12 ratio of roughly 1:1. The frequency of the (TG)12/12 in alcoholic pancreatitis (35%) was significantly (p = 0.038) higher than in controls.
- Genotype analysis revealed two major haplotypes, the (TG)12-M470 (31%) and (TG)11-V470 (51%); the former was known to express a smaller amount of intact CFTR proteins and the latter to produce proteins with lower intrinsic activity.
- These genetic backgrounds, together with a high association of Q1352H (12.3% in chronic pancreatitis patients v 3.7% in controls) or R1453W (6.2% v 3.1%), may explain the association of CFTR dysfunction and chronic pancreatitis in Japan where CF is very rare.
no or occasional social alcohol intake were classified as idiopathic following the exclusion of known rare causes of chronic pancreatitis.

**DNA analysis**
Genomic DNA was extracted from blood leukocytes using the QiaAmp DNA Blood Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). PCR was carried out using ExTag (TaKaRa, Japan). The PCR protocol was 35 cycles using a GeneAmp PCR system (model 9700; Applied Biosystems, Foster, CA, USA) at 94°C for 30 seconds, 60°C for 60 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds.

The oligonucleotide primers used were: intron 6a sense 5’-TGGAGTACGTCGAGCGC-3’; antisense 5’-GAGTGGGAAGTCCTCAAGTA-3’; intron 8 and exon 9 junction sense 5’-TAATGGATCATGGGCCATGT-3’; and exon 10 sense 5’-TTGTGCATAGCATGACTG-3’; antisense 5’-GAGGTGGAA-TAATGGATC-3’; GGTCTACCATGA-3’; TGGAATGAGTCTGTACAGCG-3’.

PCR products were purified using the High Pure PCR Product Purification kit (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) and sequenced directly by an automated sequencer (ABI 310) using a dGTP BigDye™ terminator ready reaction kit (Applied Biosystems). The M470V mutation was detected by HplI restriction enzyme digestion. The 20 most common CF mutations (E60X, R117H, R334W, R347P, A455E, Δ507, ΔF508, G542X, G551D, R553X, 621+1G→T, 1078delT, R1162X, S1251N, W1282X, N1303K, 1717-1G→A, 2183AA→G, 3696delC, and 3849+10kbC→T) were tested by an Elucigene CF20 kit (AstraZeneca Diagnostics, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK). The nine CF causing (R75X, Q98R, M152R, R347H, L441P, L571S, D979A, H1085R, and T1086I) and two non-CF causing (R75X, Q98R, M152R, R347H, L441P, L571S, D979A, H1085R, and T1086I) mutations were screened by SNP typing with a Masscode system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and confirmed by sequence analysis in positive and equivocal cases.

**Haplotype analysis**
Poly-T and (TG)n are continuous in sequence, hence their haplotypes were identified by direct sequence analysis. The frequency of each haplotype of (TG)n and M470V (Pm) was estimated by the following equation derived from Hardy-Weinberg’s law: 
\[
\frac{P_1^2 + P_2^2 + \ldots + P_m^2}{P_1 + P_2 + \ldots + P_m} = 1, \quad \text{where} \quad P_1^2, P_2^2, \ldots, P_m^2 \quad \text{are the frequencies of homozygous for either locus or both loci.}
\]

**Statistical analysis**
\[\chi^2\] test with Yates correction if appropriate was used for statistical analysis and p<0.05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**
**CFTR mutations**
None of the 20 CFTR mutations common in whites and the 9 CF causing mutations in Japanese was found in the total of 454 alleles of 162 normal subjects and 65 patients with chronic pancreatitis. However, Q1532H and R1453W, both of which were originally identified in Japanese patients with diffuse panbronchiolitis, were found in one allele of both control and patients. Q1352H was found in eight patients with chronic pancreatitis (six alcoholic and two idiopathic); the frequency of Q1352H in chronic pancreatitis (12.3%) was significantly (p = 0.015) higher than that of controls (3.7%; 6 in 162 subjects). R1453W was present in five controls (3.1%) and four patients (6.2%) with chronic pancreatitis (two alcoholic and two idiopathic) but their frequencies were not significantly (p = 0.281) different. One patient with idiopathic chronic pancreatitis was homozygous for R1453W.

**Table 1**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele frequency of poly-T</th>
<th>Normal subjects</th>
<th>Chronic pancreatitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of alleles</td>
<td>No. (%) of poly-T found</td>
<td>No. of alleles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal subjects</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pancreatitis</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Polymorphisms**
**Poly-T**
The 7T was the most common (97.5%) haplotype and hence the 7T/7T was a dominant genotype in Japanese (table 1). Compared with whites, the 5T and 9T were very rare. The 5T was found in only two normal subjects and two patients with alcoholic pancreatitis. Four alleles of 6T were newly found in normal subjects. The sequence analysis indicates that three alleles of 6T probably resulted from a deletion of thymidine from the 7T and the other one by a point mutation from T to A. The frequency distribution of poly-T in alcoholic or idiopathic chronic pancreatitis was not different from that in normal subjects.

**TG repeats**
The (TG)11 and (TG)12 were dominant haplotypes in Japanese and the ratio was roughly 1:1 (table 2). Their frequency in chronic pancreatitis was similar to that in normal subjects. However, the frequency distributions of genotypes of (TG)11/11, (TG)11/12, and (TG)12/12 were significantly (p = 0.044) different among normal subjects and patients with alcoholic and idiopathic pancreatitis (fig 1). The relative ratios of the (TG)11/11, (TG)11/12, and (TG)12/12 were roughly 1:2:1 in normal subjects, 1:2:2 in alcoholic pancreatitis, and 2:1:2 in idiopathic pancreatitis. The frequency of the (TG)12/12 in alcoholic pancreatitis (35%) was significantly (p = 0.038) different from the normal control (20%).

**M470V**
The ratio of methionine (M) and valine (V) at position 470 in exon 10 was 2:3 in normal subjects (table 3). The frequencies of M and V haplotypes in chronic pancreatitis were not significantly different from those in normal subjects. However, the frequency distribution of M/M, M/V, and V/V genotypes in alcoholic pancreatitis did not fit Hardy-Weinberg distribution because of the higher (p<0.05) frequency of the M/M genotype.

**Table 2**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele frequency of TG repeats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of alleles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pancreatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Linkage of GATT repeats, M470V, and TG repeats**
As shown in table 4, all the (GATT)6 and (GATT)7 repeats were associated with M470 and V470, respectively. By comparing the genotypes of (GATT)6-M470 and (GATT)7-V/V470 with TG repeats, five haplotypes, (GATT)6-(TG)11-M470, (GATT)6-(TG)12-M470,
was also observed in healthy subjects (3.7% in Japanese and 0.9% in Korean). Glutamine at 1352 is located in the second nucleotide binding fold of CFTR, and its change to histidine (Q1352H) causes reduction in both protein expression and channel activity of CFTR. This mutation has been found in Japanese patients with CBAVD (25%), and in Korean patients with chronic pancreatitis (14.3%) and bronchiectasis (11.8%). The other mutation, R1463W, affects channel activity but its overall effect on CFTR function appears to be mild. One patient homozygous for R1433W showed no clinical manifestations other than idiopathic pancreatitis.

Polymorphisms

In the present study, we found a unique frequency distribution of TG repeats that are known to affect the amount of normal CFTR protein. A TG repeat at the 3’ end of intron 8 of CFTR gene is the binding site of the splicing factors. The longer TG repeats increase the probability of alternative splicing of exon 9, which results in a production of non-functional CFTR protein. In Greece the frequency of (TG)12 was higher in patients with disseminated bronchiectasis (10.5%) and asthma (12.5%) than in the general population (1%). Although Japanese individuals had a higher frequency of the (TG)12 repeat (table 2) compared with Europeans, the proportion of the (TG)12 genotype was higher in patients with alcoholic pancreatitis than normal subjects (fig 1). M470V is a common polymorphism in exon 10 in CFTR, which affects intrinsic chloride channel activity; M470 CFTR proteins had a 1.7-fold activity of V470 CFTR proteins. Simple comparisons of haplotypes and genotypes of M470V alone showed no significant difference between chronic pancreatitis and normal subjects (table 3).

We found four alleles of 6T (1.2%) in normal subjects. The 6T was associated with (TG)12/13-M/V470 in two normal subjects and with (TG)12/12-M/V470 in two alcoholic patients. Q1352H was found only in normal subjects in our study, it is probably not related to chronic pancreatitis.

Evolution of (TG)n-M470V

Haplotype analysis revealed an interesting association of (TG)n and M470V (fig 2). The (TG)n locus is present only in primates; the repeat length is seven in Pan troglodytes (AC087834) and nine in macaques (AC123966, AF162160, AF162383, AF162356). The shortest length observed in humans is eight, though it is very rare. Hence the shorter repeat haplotype, (GATT)6-(TG)10-M470, probably evolved to (GATT)6-(TG)12-M470 by a stepwise slippage of TG. Similarly, the (GATT)7-(TG)11-V470 probably evolved to (GATT)7-(TG)13-V470. As (TG)10 and (TG)11 in the M haplotype were very rare in the Japanese subjects, selection must have favoured the (TG)12 genotype that produces a decreased amount of CFTR protein with high intrinsic activity. This process, however, was not favoured in the V haplotype with low intrinsic activity, because the majority of these (51 in 68 alleles) remained as the initial haplotype and only 23% and 0.8% proceeded to (TG)12 and (TG)13, respectively.

### Table 3. Frequency of M470V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. (%) of haplotypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal subjects</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pancreatitis</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1. Frequency distribution of genotypes of TG repeats expressed as % of the total. White bars are 162 normal subjects, grey bars are 51 alcoholic pancreatitis, and black bars are 14 idiopathic pancreatitis patients.](http://jmg.bmj.com/)

![Figure 2. Haplotype analysis revealed an interesting association of (TG)n and M470V (fig 2). The (TG)n locus is present only in primates; the repeat length is seven in Pan troglodytes (AC087834) and nine in macaques (AC123966, AF162160, AF162383, AF162356). The shortest length observed in humans is eight, though it is very rare. Hence the shorter repeat haplotype, (GATT)6-(TG)10-M470, probably evolved to (GATT)6-(TG)12-M470 by a stepwise slippage of TG. Similarly, the (GATT)7-(TG)11-V470 probably evolved to (GATT)7-(TG)13-V470. As (TG)10 and (TG)11 in the M haplotype were very rare in the Japanese subjects, selection must have favoured the (TG)12 genotype that produces a decreased amount of CFTR protein with high intrinsic activity. This process, however, was not favoured in the V haplotype with low intrinsic activity, because the majority of these (51 in 68 alleles) remained as the initial haplotype and only 23% and 0.8% proceeded to (TG)12 and (TG)13, respectively.](http://jmg.bmj.com/)
When the haplotype frequencies of (TG)n-M470V were compared, there was a marked difference between Japanese and European populations; about 70% of the M haplotype in Greek and French individuals was (TG)10-M470, and haplotypes with (TG)11 and (TG)12 were about 30% and 3%, respectively.28 29 Furthermore, (TG)10-V470, which was not detected in Japanese in this study, occupies 8% and 16% of the V haplotype in Greece and France. Thus after separation from the white ancestors, the Japanese ancestors had received higher selective pressure for longer TG repeats or lower expression of CFTR proteins.

What was the selection pressure for Japanese? In Asia, Africa, and Latin America, infectious diarrhoeal diseases are the major cause of mortality in children. Even today more than three million children die per year from diarrhoea related disease, about half of which are due to bacterial toxins.31 Cholera toxin, and heat labile and heat stable enterotoxins produced by intestinal pathogenic Escherichia coli cause secretory diarrhoea via the activation of the CFTR chloride channel. 32 Hence, decreased production of intact CFTR proteins in the (TG)12/12 genotype compared with the (TG)10/10, 10/11, and 11/11 genotypes would lead to less fluid loss and help survival in diarrhoeal diseases. Why was this selection pressure less prominent in the V/V genotype compared with the M/M genotype? Sweat Cl⁻ and fluid reabsorption is smaller and, therefore, fluid loss via sweating is larger in individuals with the V/V genotype with lower CFTR chloride channel activity. One may speculate that increased sweat fluid and electrolyte loss is another selective pressure in the warm and humid climate of Japan, where thermoregulation by sweating is of vital importance.31 Further analysis of other Asian populations is required to test the validity of this hypothesis.

### CFTR function predicted by genotypes

The overall CFTR function in vivo is determined by its genotype. Based on the TG repeats, which determine the level of functional CFTR protein, and M470V, which determines intrinsic chloride channel activity, the genotypes of CFTR in Japanese can arbitrarily be classified into nine groups (fig 3).

Most M/M470 genotypes were associated with (TG)12/12, which reduces the amount of intact CFTR proteins from both genes. Most (98%) of the M/V470 genotypes were present in Greek and French individuals (fig 2). Most M/M470 genotypes were associated with (TG)12/12, which reduces the amount of intact CFTR proteins from both genes. In the genotype (TG)11/11-V/V470, both genes express proteins with low intrinsic channel activity. Most (98%) of the M/V470 genotypes consisted of the (TG)12-M470 and (TG)11-V470 haplotypes, which result in lower CFTR chloride channel activity. One may speculate that increased sweat fluid and electrolyte loss is another selective pressure in the warm and humid climate of Japan, where thermoregulation by sweating is of vital importance.31 Further analysis of other Asian populations is required to test the validity of this hypothesis.

### Table 4 Linkage of (GATT)n, M470V, and TG repeats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeats</th>
<th>Normal subjects (n = 162)</th>
<th>Chronic pancreatitis, no. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(GATT)n</td>
<td>M470V</td>
<td>(TG)n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/6 M/M</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/6 M/M</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>24 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/6 M/V</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7 M/V</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7 M/V</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>68 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7 M/V</td>
<td>11/13</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7 M/V</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>9 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/7 V/V</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>36 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/7 V/V</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>18 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/7 V/V</td>
<td>11/13</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **NS**: normal subjects (n = 184 alleles); **ACP**: alcoholic chronic pancreatitis (n = 70); **ICP**: idiopathic chronic pancreatitis (n = 24). The numbers of European haplotypes are from data of control subjects in Greece and France.28
reduce CFTR function. Indeed, the Q1352H allele was found in three alcoholic and two idiopathic pancreatitis patients with the (TG)12-V470 haplotype (fig 3). This mutation, when expressed in CHO cells, reduces both protein expression and channel activity by about 70%. The Cl⁻ channel activity is almost completely abolished in cells that expressed (TG)13 in idiopathic pancreatitis. In the present study two 5T repeats often occurred in cis cause CF related disease by itself but its association in the V/V470 genotype reduces the total CFTR function and channel activity by about 70%. The Cl⁻ channel activity is almost completely abolished in cells that expressed the V470-Q1352H CFTR. As Q1352H was always present in the V470 background, this allele cannot produce functional CFTR proteins. Thus, we can estimate that the association of Q1352H in the V470 genotype reduces the total CFTR function to about 25% of the wild type. R1453W may not cause CF related disease by itself but its association in the V/V genotype may reduce the total CFTR function to less than 50%. The 5T repeat often occurred in cis with (TG)12 or (TG)13 in idiopathic pancreatitis. In the present study two normal individuals had the (TG)13-5T haplotype and two patients with alcoholic pancreatitis had the (TG)12-5T. This association will cause greater loss of functional CFTR protein than either polymorphism alone.

It is not known whether specific genotypes of CFTR determine the susceptibility to either alcoholic or idiopathic pancreatitis. We have recently found that ethanol at concentrations observed after moderate drinking causes a considerable change in fluid and electrolyte transport in pancreatic duct cells, presumably via CFTR. As CFTR has multiple regulatory functions other than chloride channel regulation, it remains to be determined as to which of its functions is most important in the pathogenesis of alcoholic and idiopathic chronic pancreatitis.

In summary we have observed a unique evolution of CFTR in Japanese that results in two major haplotypes, the (TG)12-M470 and (TG)11-V470. The former was known to express a smaller amount of intact CFTR proteins and the latter to produce proteins with lower intrinsic activity. Therefore, CFTR function predicted from the genotypes in the majority of Japanese is lower than that in whites with wild type CFTR genes. Association of other mutations, such as Q1352H and R1453W, may further reduce CFTR function. These genetic backgrounds probably explain the association of CFTR dysfunction and chronic pancreatitis in Japan where CF or mutations causing CF are very rare compared with chronic pancreatitis. It remains to be studied how this mild CFTR dysfunction increases the risk of chronic pancreatitis.
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